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The Treger/Saint Silvestre Collection integrates more than a 1000 works of Art Brut 

and Singular Art. This specific nature turns it unique at the Iberian Peninsula. The 

Collection is one of the richest private collections in the world and englobes the 

classic Art Brut authors, such as Adolf Wölfli, Friedrich Schröder-Sonnenstern, 

Giovanni Battista Podestà and Oskar Voll, as well as more recent discoveries, like 

Ezekiel Messou, Guo Fengyi, Giovanni Galli, Miroslav Tichý and Eugene Von 

Bruenchenhein.  

Since 2014 the Collection has been open to public at Núcleo de Arte da Oliva in 

the city of São João da Madeira in Portugal. In 2017 the Collection has received 

the “Collector” award by APOM – Portuguese Association of Museology.  

 

Views of the exhibitions In and Out of Africa and Golden Ratio Laws, 2017. Photography © Dinis Santos 

 

Núcleo de Arte da Oliva is an exhibition center opened by the City Hall of São 

João da Madeira with a goal to promote contemporary artistic expressions. It is 

the only institution in Portugal to present a regular exhibition program of 

Contemporary Art and Art Brut/Outsider Art. This program is based on the two 

private collections that are held in deposit: The Collection of Contemporary and 

Modern Art Norlinda and José Lima and The Collection of Art Brut and Singular 

Art Treger/Saint Silvestre. Together, the collections englobe more than 2000 

artworks by 500 national and international artists. In 2017 both collections 

received distinctions by APOM – Portuguese Association of Museology.   



Histories of violence 

Histories of Violence investigates the question of destructiveness 

inherent to human beings. How does it happen that the violence is 

present in humans and what are its origins? How does art use these 

destructive impulses?     
In a very broad understanding of violence that does not focus either 

on a specific historic period or geographical zone, the exhibition 

presents a route constituted of seven separate moments. The 

artworks chosen by the curator Gustavo Giacosa come from various 

categories (Art Brut/Singular Art/Contemporary Art) as well as from 

different techniques and modes of representation. Among over 50 

artists presented are the grand classics of Art Brut, such as Henry 

Darger, Friedrich Schröeder-Sonnenster or Franco Belucci and 

contemporary artists, like Robert Combas, Dado or Gonçalo 

Mabunda.  

Gustavo Giacosa is interested in ways in which the artists from the 

Treger/Saint Silvestre Collection speak to us of violence: of rivals, of 

confinement, of guns, of wars and victims, choosing evocative 

counterpoints that are close to poetry, to the imaginary and 

sometimes to humor. Some artists introduce a distance between the 

subject matter and the shape it takes. Others pursue a purely 

instinctive creative act. The exhibition, conceived as dialogue, has 

been enriched through loans of artworks from the collections of 

Norlinda and José Lima, Gustavo Giacosa and Fausto Ferraiuolo, La 

« S » Grand Atelier and Christian Berst Art Brut Gallery. 
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GUSTAVO GIACOSA 
Independent curator and stage director. 
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Having concluded Literary Studies at the Universidad Nacional del Litoral de 

Santa Fe (Argentina), he met Pippo Delbono in 1991 in Italy and joined his 

theatre company to continue professional growth. Until 2010 Giacosa 

participated in all the company’s theatre and cinematographic productions.   

In 2005 he created a multidisciplinary collective of artists, the Cultural 

Association ContemporArt, in Genoa, Italy. Since then, he has been developing 

research on the relationship between art and insanity within different artistic 

disciplines and had become curator of various exhibitions dedicated to the 

theme, such as Nous, ceux de la parole toujours en marche at the Commenda 

di Pre Museum near Genoa, Banditi dell’Arte at the Halle Saint-Pierre in Paris, Eric 

Derkenne : Champs de bataille and Body at the Collection de l’Art Brut in 

Lausanne, Switzerland.  

 

His research served origin to the construction of an art collection entitled 

Puentes (“Bridges”) that set a dialogue between works of Art Brut and 

Contemporary Art. 

 

Since 2012 Gustavo has been residing in Aix-en-Provence, France where, 

together with the pianist and composer Fausto Ferraiuolo, he created a 

multidisciplinary platform that combines the diversity of his productions: SIC.12 

(www.sic12.org). 



 

1 - IMPULSES 
 

 

The word impulse from the Latin verb pulso, which refers to the action of 

pushing, jostling, mistreating, and is nowadays associated with Freudian analyses 

of human sexuality. Freud presents this notion to us as an irrepressible force, an 

almost blind thrust, source of all evolution in the psychic life of man. He 

distinguished two forms of drive situated beneath repression by the moral self-

censorship of the superego, which were inextricably linked to one another: the 

life drive (eros) and the death drive (thanatos).  Far from being in simple 

opposition, these subconscious forces which are at the heart of our sexuality are 

at the origin of manifestations of violence in the individual and in society.   

Unlike animal violence, human violence is not carried out in response to a threat 

or for self-preservation. It expresses itself in an unlimited way using all the artifices 

of technical knowledge to create ways in which to inflict and self-inflict pain 

and pleasure. Its unlimited power is conferred on it by the imagination, the 

predisposition to fantasize.  

Thus, the body is fully involved in human violence: it is both the subject and the 

object of the force of desire.  

On the artistic level, it can be seen that representing violence both in content 

and in form is a result of this permanent conflict between these two instinctual 

drives of opposite signs. This violence is at the source of creation for certain 

artists: as Nietzsche observes in The Birth of Tragedy, the artist of the harmonious 

Apollonian dream and the artist of the Dionysian intoxication who cultivates 

violence oppose each other. The obscure enjoyment of one who tortures matter 

is close to that which stubbornly celebrates the power of male bodies.  In the 

garden of Eros, the exultation of bodies overturns norms and conventions and 

the artist finally frees himself from his obligation to please.  

G.G. 
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Pier Brouet, Dans le Jardin d'Eros, 1979, Ph. © André Rocha          Misleidys Pedroso, untitled, 2010, Ph. © André Rocha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Erró, La Cancerologué, 1974, Ph. © André Rocha            Franco Bellucci, untitled, 2006, © Ph. Coll. Giacosa-Ferraiuolo 

  



2 – RIVALS 

 

A river divides a territory but also separates the rivals who occupy its two banks. 

Who is this other on the other side who becomes animated, freezes, never stops 

confronting and pretending to possess the same object that both brings us 

together and separates us?  

In the theory of the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, the mirror stage is a decisive 

moment in the life of the child because it forms the function of the Self and its 

repercussions in adulthood.  The integration of the other represents for man 

since childhood an anxious questioning vis-a-vis an ever-present threat: that of 

the loss and the abandonment of the object of love. Acceptance of this threat 

is a challenge that will accompany him throughout his life and to which man 

and woman will respond with contradictory feelings generating violence. These 

specular games convey a discharge of destructiveness which will be addressed 

to different recipients according to lived experiences. Art bears witness to these 

eternal struggles between the rival Romulus and Remus, Cain and Abel... but 

also between different sexes and ages whose origins go back to a mimetic 

rivalry that, as René Girard argues in his theory of mimetic desire, always leads 

man to desire according to the desire of the Other.  

In certain combat sports, two rivals of the same sex compete for supremacy 

through physical superiority; violence is controlled by strict regulation, but 

wrestling, as Roland Barthes puts it in his Mythologies, "takes its originality from all 

the excesses that make it a show and not a sport”. The viewer participates in this 

spectacle that draws its origins from ancient times, as a voyeur of public 

suffering and humiliation. The spectacle pursues not the triumph of physical skill, 

nor a fight between good and evil, but that of cheating and vengeance.  These 

narcissistic exaltations continually betray the rules of the game that are given at 

the beginning.  What is closer to the mechanisms of human psychology? 

It is a short distance between the recognized and assumed public violence of 

certain formal games to the violence that is exerted between the four walls of 

domestic life. This opposition of public and private violence refers to the rules of 

law that have prevailed for centuries, giving power and authority to the father 

over the rest of his family.  In the context of family intimacy, the violence 

perpetrated between the couple (more generally that of men towards women, 

but also that of women towards men) has often been met with silence. Art 

shows its cathartic aspect when it addresses this subject.  Prohibitions 

experienced or sublimated by the artists build an erotic line of tension where 

victims and executioners can exchange their roles. 



"We must abandon the past every day, or accept it,” says Louise Bourgeois in 

Destruction of the father/reconstruction of the father. “And if we do not get 

there, we become a sculptor”. 

Of all the manifestations of violence, those that relate to children’s bodies are 

the most hidden. Its impact is more serious than on adults, because of their 

fragility, helplessness and immaturity, both physical and psychological.  Their 

submission to adults forces them to repress the abuse suffered and to keep their 

silence in a contained implosion. Artists often take the path back to childhood 

to try to contain their wounds that never stop bleeding.  

The images they send back to us confront the viewers with the role of impotent 

voyeurs facing the enigma of the sacrifice, fascinated by the supreme horror 

and at the same time frightened by their own perversity. 

G.G. 
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Henry Darger, The Glandelinians caught in the act by the ferocious Lagorian girl scouts/4 at norma Catherine, and try to 

get away (recto/verso), c.1930-1940, Ph. © André Rocha 



     Fred Deux, unknown title                                  Hugo Carillo, El Origen                         Karine Rougier, Les Îlots d'Aptitudes, 

Ph. © André Rocha (3) 

 

Pascal Leyder, untitled,                                  Pierre Dessons, untitled                         Marilena Pelosi, untitled, 

Ph. © La S Grand Atelier                                           Ph. © André Rocha (2) 
 

 

  

Giovanni Galli, Un Magnifique Afare                                 Friedrich Schröder-Sonnenstern, Des  

     fluch des.                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                              

       

                                                                                                                                               

                                                    Robert Combas, Dans les Bureaux de la Trinité Inquisition,  

                                                                                    Ph. © André Rocha (3) 

 

 



3 – CONFINEMENT 

There is hell in confinement.  

According to the etymology of the French language, the word which signifies 

the action of enclosing or confining oneself (enfermement) contains in its roots 

the word hell (enfer). This place, destined for the torment of the damned, which 

is typical of Christian imagery, gives a telling image of the totalitarian institutions 

which, even today in various countries, under the pretext of guaranteeing order 

and progress in a society, advocate a level of physical and psychological 

violence towards individuals considered deviant in relation to the founding 

ideals of the social group and its rules.  This "surveillance society" evoked by 

Foucault in Discipline and Punish, his 1975 work, continues to evolve with 

principles of restraint and social control.  

Since the publication of these studies, the refinement of new techniques for the 

control of the person responds to a complexification of our globalized societies. 

"What endures is prison," said Foucault, although over the years its effectiveness 

has been disputed.  While it continues, like all other political institutions - asylum, 

hospital and school, prison remains at the heart of social control mechanisms, 

whose function is to impose a "legitimate violence", to recall the famous formula 

of Max Weber: "The state has the monopoly on legitimate violence".  

Echoing these questions, Franco Basaglia wrote in 1976 in The Deviant Majority, 

"The psychiatrist always acts according to his dual responsibility as a scientist 

and as a guardian of order. But these two roles are in contradiction: how can 

we claim to treat the one who escapes the norm while our main concern is to 

adapt to the norm and the maintenance of its limits?” It is a question of a 

vibrant topicality concerning current security policies. Since the illusion that the 

penalty would serve to repress the offences and that the medical and penal 

ideology would aim to control them, explaining the behavior and controlling the 

deviant/delinquent remains today a widespread idea in the objectives of any 

community policy.  "Fortunately, there are doctors and supervisors here who 

make sure that we do not hear the field of poetry at the expense of the public 

path..." wrote writer Emma Santos in one of her texts written in psychiatric 

hospital.    

Art performed under conditions of confinement remains a silent scream. 

Today, with the circulation of these private documents in museums and 

exhibitions, will we have the strength to reopen the debate on the violence 

suffered by detainees in all these places of confinement?            

 G.G. 
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Foma Jaremtschuk, untitled, c. 1947-1955, Ph. © André Rocha         Michail Paule, untitled, 1930, Ph. © André Rocha          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anonymous spanish, El Enfermo y los                                          Josef Hofer, unknown title, 2006, Ph. © André Rocha            

Médicos Alienistas, c.1930, Ph. © André Rocha             



4 – WEAPONS 

"Where are the weapons?  Where are the weapons?” asked Pier Paolo Pasolini 

in "Victory”, a poem in the collection "Poetry in the Shape of a Rose".    

The poet refuses to return to the norm of the post-war years, a normality which 

led to forgetting to ask who am I?  Countering this lazy peace, the writer 

revolted by urging the creation of a state of emergency. "Do you not see that 

nothing has changed?” he exclaims. But even if the weapons for him are those 

of criticism, his plea recognizes a value, not only symbolic, of weapons used as 

instruments of liberation of the people.  

Used for hunting, in certain sports, for crime and war, their use causes many 

types of injury, up to the point of achieving its primary purpose: to kill. 

Considered necessary for the defense of a country but also for one’s own 

personal defense, their presence is integrated and assumed in the collective 

imagination. Firearms are trivialized by wars, then on a grand scale by film and 

television. Even if their mere presence does not predict the use of violence, their 

power is a proven source of exacerbation of violence.  

But their form, a symbol of phallic power, is paradoxical, because they carry 

death instead of life. They fuel a mythology of virility based on the physical 

strength, courage and heroism of the warrior.  

In our societies, their presence remains at the heart of security concerns. The 

legitimate right to defense of a country or a person differs, and their use is often 

questioned. If the proliferation of the condemnation of societies shaken by 

tragedies resulting from firearms cannot change their legislation to limit their use, 

in others when the civilian populations have been affected by deadly attacks, 

their presence in the hands of law enforcement officers is sought to be 

increased in the interests of surveillance. 

 The fascination created by someone who brandishes a firearm is enormous and 

for the person facing it a cascade of psychological reactions is triggered.  

Reactions that are familiar to video game creators, who exploit the feeling of 

revenge against a miserable opponent. Art knows its power of seduction very 

well: contemporary art has seized the symbolic aspects and tragic 

consequences of the usual presence of firearms in our collective imagination, 

whereas Art Brut uses different weapons to "kill the misery" of confinement, as 

André Robillard often says. Gripped in a double game of aestheticization and 

denunciation of violence, artists play with the impact of these objects as 

emblems of popular culture.       

                                                                                                                              G.G. 
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André Robillard, untitled, 2007                                                                    Gonçalo Mabunda, O Trono do Mineral, 2014,  

Ph. © André Rocha                                                                                       Ph. © André Rocha       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexandre Lobanov, untitled, c. 1960-1970,  

Ph. © André Rocha                                                                                        
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5 – BATTLES 

Battles are the meeting between two armies leading to the annihilation of one 

or the other. They do not happen randomly, but respond to a study of opposing 

forces and powers, led by military high commands to reflect on the tactics and 

strategies to be pursued during a war. They broaden their field of research to 

argumentative strategies to justify military intervention and are also concerned 

about the number of civilian casualties and their impact on public opinion.  

In a globalized world, territorial or financial conquest can take a back seat to 

the issue of image. What remains unchanged in the contemporary organization 

of collective violence is that the individuals within it find themselves in a situation 

of losing their identity by their identification with a group. 

With more and more sophisticated means of fighting an enemy who is not a 

rival, but an absolute enemy, the soldier is always a tin soldier. A toy of flesh and 

bone intended to carry out orders.  The fusion of individualities in one body is 

associated with the love of the fatherland and spreads a communal 

drunkenness that justifies all excesses. This excess of power is described by Tolstoy 

in War and Peace: “Every general and every soldier was conscious of his own 

insignificance, aware of being but a drop in that ocean of men, and yet at the 

same time was conscious of his strength as a part of that enormous whole.”      

He has a sense of enjoyment in the destructive excess that goes beyond the 

principle of pleasure. Freud pointed out after the First World War that the death 

drive is destined for destruction and the return to the inanimate. The fascination 

of the soldier for the machine, an extension of his body and the debauchery of 

technical power, testifies to an impulse to annihilate not only the other, but also 

oneself.  

In addition to this destruction of war, however, there is a creative destruction, 

when one destroys what was to establish something new.  These drive forces do 

not act in an antagonistic way. On the contrary: their combined action is the 

source of all the phenomena of life. These complex games between Eros and 

Thanatos are at the heart of war, but also of artistic forms which, by seizing this 

subject, act as accused, witness and judge of the inadmissible.  

G.G. 
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 Dado, Apocalypse, 1966, Ph. © André Rocha                                              Peter Saul, Napoleon, 1995, Ph. © André Rocha                      

 

    

 

 
        Josef Wittlich, Die Kämpfe der Sachsen…, 1968                                 Tom Duncan, Tommy and the Scottish Sky…, 2007 
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6 – VICTIMS 

 

The victim is an archetypal figure who testifies to a close relationship between 

violence and the sacred in the founding myths of civilizations. The sacred 

dimension sublimates an act of violence, a murder, giving it a new status. In 

primitive societies, there is a tacit acceptance of the violence inflicted on the 

victim, since it has a regulatory function within the community in order to 

appease rivalry, internal violence and prevent conflicts from erupting. Unlike the 

collective deployment of forces represented by wars, the sacrifice of the 

individual is effective only through its effect of social unification. 

René Girard emphasizes in Violence and the Sacred that the immolation of 

animal victims diverts violence towards beings whose death matters less or not 

at all for the community.  The scapegoat can also be chosen from those who 

escape social control: prisoners of war, slaves, children, disabled people.  

Where there is no connection with the community, there is no risk of revenge 

from relatives.  Exceptionally, the figure of the king is susceptible of being 

chosen as a sacrificial victim, since he is also an eccentric figure, outside the 

group.  In this respect, the most striking example in the history of Western 

civilization is that of the sacrifice of the one who claimed to be the king of the 

Jews and the son of God. Of modest origin but supported by prophetic 

authorities, Christ was a challenge to the social order. By offering himself to 

redeem all the sins of the world, he endowed the role of the victim with a 

certain majesty. This sacrificial act accepted by love of the other had important 

social consequences.  

A new religious order was created by placing at the heart of its teachings the 

example given by the torture on the cross. The meaning of this example is the 

imitation of the spirit of sacrifice by suffering to do good.  

Like all symbols, it reveals a paradox: the cross of Christ recalls his martyrdom 

and his death, but also his resurrection.  As a geometric form, the meeting of 

two horizontal and vertical lines indicates the four directions and represents the 

meeting of opposing forces. The figure of the cross of Christ built from the wood 

of a tree also represents the cycle of transformations in nature: death/winter - 

resurrection/spring.   

For centuries, artistic representations of this symbol, even the most ironic, have 

never succeeded in weakening the force of this object that commands the eye.  

Familiarity with this explicit depiction of cruelty constantly invokes the presence 

of violence and the search for its domestication through religion.           G.G. 
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Carolein Smit, Dove, 2009, Ph. © Flatland Gallery  
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Carlo Zinelli, untitled, 1968, Ph. © André Rocha                                Giovanni Bosco, untitled, c. 2008, Ph. © André Rocha 

  



7 – TRANSFORMATIONS 
 

Unfulfilled violence quickly finds an external cause, even a pretext to manifest 

itself, to give the response that has been missing. It seems harder to appease the 

desire for violence than to unleash it.  

Is there another possible fate for destructive impulses?  

In 1932, Albert Einstein wrote to Sigmund Freud asking him: "Is there a way to free 

men from the threat of war?”  

Freud responded by first recognizing that destructiveness has a function of 

necessity in humans. It is a paradox that shows how man saves himself by 

destroying the other. Life and destruction are inseparable.  

However, he hopes that the development of culture could be a way to channel 

the human tendency towards aggression. Through the support of the intellect 

and the repression of the aggressive inclination, culture contributes to the 

transformation of man. "Everything that works for the development of culture 

also works against war", Freud concluded. 

The ability to reorient the impulse towards conflict is unique to artists, as this 

dynamic is at the very heart of creation. It is no coincidence that they are 

sometimes asked to intervene outside of their sphere, to bring their experience 

to bear in contexts marked by traumatic experiences like in hospitals and 

prisons. Art knows how to regain and instinctively give the strength to rebuild 

and develop despite adversity.  The slow, silent march of non-violence builds the 

fabric of a story in parallel with that of great men and their great violent actions.  

In another way the authors of art brut, creators in a state of emergency and a 

situation of exception are, with their works, the most effective answer to this 

question.  

G.G. 
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Rosemarie Koczy, untitled, 2000                                                   Jesuys Crystiano, untitled, 2012, Ph. © André Rocha (2) 
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Guo Fengyi, Apsara volante de Dunhuang, 1990                   Lionel Saint Eloi, unknown title, 1996, Ph. © André Rocha (3)  


